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Vaccination : Who’s Right, and Whose Right to Say So?
This essay extends Brenkert’s (2001, 2002) exploration of some of the ethical issues that
confront, or perhaps ought to confront social marketers. It contributes to social marketing by
adding to the list of ‘mythunderstandings’ offered by Donovan (2011) as follows: social
marketing is not inherently and ethically good (even though “social good” is the objective).
The implication for social marketing is that the notion of “doing good” needs to be subject to
reasonable doubt and critical thinking rather than supported by untrammelled belief.
Who is Right?
The central selling proposition behind vaccination programs is that “prevention is better than
cure.” So wrote Dutch philosopher, Erasmus long before vaccinations were invented. But not
everyone agrees. Vaccinations have been controversial since their introduction. Voltaire
(2001) outlined the issues when he commented on the English practice of inoculating
children with smallpox adopted from practices in India and Turkey: “[Europeans consider]
the English are fools and madmen. Fools, because they give their children the small-pox to
prevent their catching it; and madmen, because they wantonly communicate a certain and
dreadful distemper to their children, merely to prevent an uncertain evil. The English, on the
other side, call the rest of the Europeans cowardly and unnatural. Cowardly, because they
are afraid of putting their children to a little pain; unnatural, because they expose them to die
one time or other of the small-pox.”
When Jenner (1798/2001) created the first vaccination using cowpox to immunise against
smallpox, opposition came from theological and medical camps (e.g., White 1893/1996).
The British government proceeded to ban the practice of inoculation with smallpox and
promoted vaccination by offering it free with the Vaccination Act of 1840, later introducing
the Compulsory Vaccination Act in 1853. These early social marketing efforts were
according to Offit (2011) countered by anti-vaccinators who “were great at mass marketing.
It was a print-oriented society. They were great pamphleteers” (Wallace 2009). The antivaccinators today are equally marketing-savvy delivering their messages via websites (e.g.,
www.avn.org.au, www.procon.org) as well as books, magazines, seminars, videos,
educational materials, public relations, etc. Both sides clearly apply the principles and
techniques of marketing which is half of most standard definitions of social marketing (e.g.,
Andreason 1995, 2006, Donovan & Henley 2010, Greir and Bryant 2005).
Do the pro- and anti-vaccinators both offer a social-good, the other half of social marketing?
Donovan and Henley suggest that “If the well-being of the community is not the goal, then it
isn’t social marketing” (p.1). Is the well-being of the community being served by each?
Many might be inclined to question the social-good of the anti-vaccinator stance. For
instance, pro-vaccinators point to considerable evidence showing the effectiveness and safety
of the MMR (measles, mumps, and rubella) vaccine (Dimecheli et al. 2012). Offit (2011)
argues that non-vaccinators endanger the population at large. This is a primarily utilitarian
view: the greatest benefit for the greatest number (Bentham, 1789/1961, Mill, 1859/1991).
Anti-vaccinators however argue that measles is not a dangerous disease to children, offers

lifelong immunity when contracted as a child, safety of the MMR vaccine is not perfect, and
that vaccine manufacturers are motivated to cheat in their studies and disguise any adverse
events in order to protect their products and profits. Their position is essentially libertarian
defending the rights of the individual (Nozik 1974). The good of vaccination does not have a
right to violate individual rights. As Rawls (1971) noted in his critique of utilitarianism,
“interests requiring the violation of justice have no value” (p.31).
The anti-vaccinator stance is justified by defence of individual rights to freedom of choice
and self-determination, especially in the face of uncertainty. It is perhaps ironic that the antivaccinator stance is one that good researchers would generally acknowledge. Scientific
knowledge is not perfect, and that what counts as knowledge is what emerges after arbitrary
choices are made that affect the frequency of Type I errors (false alarms) and Type II errors
(misses).
Who Has the Right to Say?
Both sides are engaging in social marketing. Ethical goodness is not necessarily inherent to
social marketing – if it were, there would be no battle. Is the battle a good one? Does it
represent a waste of effort? Promotion for and against vaccination represents at its extreme, a
conflict between life and liberty. The battle is a good one, and not a waste of effort just as
science progresses by challenge from opposing ideas (e.g., Platt 1964, Popper 1963).
Brenkert (2002) uses this conflict as a basis to invite social marketers to develop a theory of
welfare. I doubt that such a theory can be feasible based as it almost certainly must be, on
judgments about what constitutes value for others. Some have tried to suggest that social
marketers use some external standard to establish the welfare of the targeted individuals such
as the UN Declaration of Human Rights (e.g., Donovan and Henley 2010). This does not
appear to resolve the conflict however, as both those for and against vaccination for instance
could argue that they are defending Article 3: “right to life, liberty and security of person.”
Acknowledging the lack of an absolute ‘right’ to social marketing allows us more clarity in
examining issues. For instance, criticism of fast-food marketing is mis-guided. The
marketing tools are not the target; if they were, social marketing would be no better. Fastfood marketers and social marketers are distinguished only by their goals. Social marketing’s
goal is not inherently good, profit-motive is not inherently bad – e.g., it provides gainful
employment to many, contributes taxes, etc. If fast-foods per se are not bad (they are not
banned), and the marketing efforts are not wrong, then the problem is one of conflicting goals.
Social marketing might like to see itself in the light of inoculation theory (e.g., McGuire 1961,
Pfau et al. 1997), but vaccination is not that different from measles. Contagious diseases and
vaccination programs (and marketing) are socially transmitted! Neither is inherently good
nor bad, but each has the potential to benefit some individuals (childhood measles provides
lifetime immunity), and may harm others. Like Simpson’s paradox in statistical analysis
(Malinas and Bigelow 2009), what holds for the aggregate may not hold at the individual
level. The challenge of individual rights is a good one. It helps us in targeting and aiming
our communications – and it moderates our sense of ‘right’.
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